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1945   
The words of 
Britten’s then 
assistant, Arthur 
Oldham : 
One of my first 
tasks as Ben's 
pupil was to 
prepare the 
manuscript paper 
[for the full score 
of Peter Grimes] 
on one side of the 
room in the Old 
Mill at Snape 
while Ben was 
orchestrating on 
the other side, by 
ruling bar-lines 
and putting in 
clefs and key- 
signatures and 
copying in some 
of the vocal lines. 
I may even have 
contributed, in a 
minor way, to the 
text of “Old Joe 
has gone fishing” 
since I recall 
some lengthy and 
amusing 
discussions we 
had on this 
subject when he 
decided he 
needed more 
words to 
complete the 
canonical replies. 
 
 
Aside from the stage band playing jolly dance music in Act 3, Old Joe has gone fishing is one of the 
rare moments of light relief in the unremittingly sombre story of Peter Grimes, which I’m sure 
Britten included for his own somewhat sadistic amusement, smirking at how the conductor would 
strive to keep a cool head and hold everything together. 
 
In the recent Monte Carlo production all went swimmingly as far as I could tell – and I mean that in 
the best possible sense - not having had the score on my knee at the time.  
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The redoubtable Jon Vickers 

The reason I was there to see it had more to do with personal connections than anything else – two 
good singers with whom I had previously enjoyed working were part of the cast, and another 
colleague was conducting. At this point I should probably admit that I’ve never really “got” Peter 
Grimes, apart from the wonderful Sea Interludes, having seen three or four productions in my time, 
including one at Aldeburgh itself, each featuring the then current go-to exponent in the title role. 
 
Possibly even less reason for looking forward to it this time around was the fact that in Monaco the 
title role was taken by the Argentinian tenor José Cura – he of the dark-hued verismo roles. Not only 
did he sing Grimes, but he designed the sets and costumes, and directed the production onstage! 

 
Well, to say I was pleasantly surprised would be 
something of an understatement. True, I had been 
tipped off by a few girls from the Glyndebourne 
chorus who were brought in as reinforcements and 
who took the opportunity to come across to 
Villeneuve Loubet for some coaching that – Eeenglish 
pronunciation apart – Cura’s interpretation was 
something to be reckoned with. 

It was. And of all the exponents I’ve seen, possibly the 
most convincing. Linguistically, of course, not quite 
the article - but for intensity and sheer commitment 
he took the biscuit – again, in the best sense of that 
expression. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look at ‘em - happy chappies!  

Britten couldn’t stand Vickers’s interpretation, but the voice-type fitted the bill. The anomaly with 
Pears was that, albeit the most English of tenors, he was in reality a pushed-up baritone, and had no 
trouble with Now the Great Bear and Pleiades – Grimes’s aria that starts on an E in the tenor 
passaggio and hangs around there all night. Same goes for Vickers, the Heldentenor and, in fact, 
Cura, whose voice is of a similar ilk, albeit of more Italianate nature. 

The creator of the role, Peter Pears 
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Anyway, in case you’re wondering, the colleagues I mentioned earlier who featured in Monaco were 
for starters the conductor, Jan Latham Koenig, with whom I had worked a few years ago in Chicago 
on Berlioz’s Béatrice et Bénédict - as cover conductor, chorus master and (informally) French coach.  

Secondly Michael Colvin, Canadian tenor, who had sung the role of Jupiter in Handel’s Semele that I 
conducted, also in Chicago, and who was now appearing as Bob Boles in the Monaco Grimes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And last, but not least, Brian Bannatyne Scott, bass, in the role of Swallow, second from right - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brian and I have done the odd recital together - him singing, me accompanying him on the piano of 
course. Although he did succeed me in the noble bass lineage of the Hilliard Ensemble for the odd 
engagement after I had left the group! What better claim to fame? 

CD from Chicago – Handel’s Semele Michael as Bob Boles, the Methodist. 
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I happen to have two other personal connections with Peter Grimes – not the production in Monaco, 
but more to do with the first time the opera saw the light of day at Sadler’s Wells in 1945 (the same 
year as I did by the way, which makes three connections). We started out this edition of the blog 
with the words of Arthur Oldham, Britten’s composition pupil and amanuensis, who subsequently 
moved into the pantheon of legendary chorus masters. I know I’ve already mentioned this, but it 
won’t hurt to repeat (zzzzzzzz….) that he chose me to succeed him as Chef de Choeur of l’Orchestre 
de Paris.  Daniel Barenboim had commissioned him to found it in 1975, and 20 years later he was 
looking to retire, handing over his baby to somebody in whom he felt confidence. (Meeeee!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, a not dissimilar picture :                                                                                                 

Britten presiding at the piano again, this time 
opposite a bespectacled Reginald Goodall,                                                                       
conductor of the historic Peter Grimes 
premiere at Sadler’s Wells in 1945.                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Goodall also premiered Britten’s The Rape of 
Lucretia at Glyndebourne the following year. 

This picture was in fact taken during rehearsals 
for Lucretia. 

Subsequently, as so often happened with 
Britten, Goodall and he parted ways. Reggie 
never referred to this illustrious relationship or 
its demise in my hearing, but did enjoy 
condemning the entire Aldeburgh setup as 
“East Anglican”. 

A youthfully attentive Arthur, looking over Britten’s shoulder… 
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Reggie of course moved on to other (I’m tempted to say greater, but that’d be inaccurate) things, 
conducting Wagner’s operas in English, starting with The Mastersingers and then the legendary ENO 
Ring cycle, which was when and where I met him. 

It came about through my prompting and/or doing the offstage conducting for the cycle on tour, 
under the baton, as I have said previously, of Sir Charles Mackerras. (Goodall refused to do tours!) 
Having got my very first UK national press rave review from The Daily Telegraph in Manchester “this 
remarkable performance of Wagner’s Siegfried was ruined by the noisy and officious prompter” I 
moved on with the company to Glasgow, where I was prompting Das Rheingold  (sorry, The 
Rhinegold) in the theatre where the very first computerized lighting-board in the UK had just been 
installed! 

Towards the end of the opera the earth-goddess Erda rises from the ground, appearing bathed in an 
eerie green light, and delivers her dire warning of doom to Wotan – a piece of advice which he then 
churlishly ignores. When she’s done sing-(nag)-ing there follows a thunderstorm with clouds and 
dramatic lightning effects, culminating in a spectacular rainbow. This latter obligingly transforms 
itself into the mighty bridge by which the gods cross (suitably majestic music) to take up their abode 
in the glorious fortress of Valhalla, artfully constructed by giants Fasolt,Fafner&Co, 
construction engineers by royal appointment to Wotan, King of the Gods. 

In Glasgow Erda had barely completed her first phrase before all the lighting cues to the end of the 
opera (a good twenty minutes’ worth) blindingly flashed by in a matter of mere seconds. By the time 
the poor dear drew breath to launch her second portentous phrase the stage lighting system had 
completely shot its bolt. Consequently the set was plunged into utter darkness, and she finished her 
aria in Stygian gloom.  

I’d no idea where and whom to prompt, but the orchestra, whose lights in the pit hadn’t been 
affected, carried on regardless with its inexorable tide - typical Wagnerian ebb and flow - so like a 
good trooper I resolutely continued throwing up text and musical cues into the dark. I could hear the 
odd cue being muffed onstage, but rapidly came to the conclusion this had more to do with barely 
stifled giggles than singers being thrown off guard by the less than ideal conditions. 

After what seemed an eternity a single light-bulb suspended at the end of a wobbly wire was 
lowered from the flies to a round of applause from the audience. We picked ourselves up from the 
floor, and somehow managed to complete the performance with dignity and straight faces. 

Three nights later Götterdämmerung (Twilight of the Gods), during which I was responsible for the 
offstage conducting - Siegfried horn-calls, chorus singing from the wings, and all that jazz. A special 
rehearsal was called two hours before curtain-up so we could determine the best positions 
acoustically, check the backstage speaker monitors, the correct functioning of the close-circuit 
television relaying the conductor’s beat and so on. After the rehearsal we had an hour’s break 
before curtain-up, so I wandered down the road and into a Peter Dominic’s off-licence, as one does. 
They happened to be having a wine sale. Just odd bottles thrown into wire bin-baskets at 60-odd 
pee a sling – help yourself and pay at the counter. I grabbed a bottle marked Château de Pez 1966, 
paid, and headed back to the theatre. 

Knowing that Charlie Mackerras was a bit of a wine buff I popped into his dressing-room with my 
spoils and showed him the bottle for his approval. “Jesus, wherej’ya git thet, n’ heow much j’ya pie?” 
After I’d told him, he sent me scurrying back, saying he’d have the curtain held on Twilight (the 
opera, I mean) until I’d emptied the wine shop of the 1966 vintage. They had another three bottles 
left, which I promptly bought and ran gasping for breath for the opera house – got there just in time 
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to catch the Three Norns kicking off the evening’s entertainment. (Anne Evans and Liza Connell 
among them!) 

I couldn’t get to Charlie until the first interval and he insisted that I keep the four bottles for myself 
because he hadn’t the heart to deprive me of one even. Said I’d not regret their purchase, and boy, 
was he right! Not among the Grands Crus Classés, Château de Pez nevertheless made its way into 
Alexis Lichine’s informal reclassification of 1968 as a Bon Cru – which was hardly an exaggeration, 
particularly as 1966 had been a great year (this was now 1975) so to cut a long story short it was one 
of the best wines I’ve ever tasted. Thanks Charlie! 

I’ve wandered again, as this was basically supposed to be all about Reginald Goodall. Never mind, I’ll 
broach that rather more prolific chapter in a future issue. Reggie turned out to be one of the 
greatest influences on me and my musical life, as he was for many, but more of that anon. 

Just to say I regret that my principal association with Mackerras at the ENO was over Wagner – 
frankly not something in which he excelled. I never was part of his immensely important pioneering 
Janacek projects, although I did get to work with him on a Mozart opera, Don Giovanni, for which I 
was principal production pianist. For that time – the late 60’s and 70’s - his Mozart was a game-
changer, and as always he had his trusty assistant, Noel Davies, take care of stage and piano 
rehearsals when he was otherwise occupied, or simply didn’t feel like turning up. 

For some reason or other Noel was unable to be there for a couple of days either – sick, probably - 
so I was left in charge. It so happened that Charlie turned up out of the blue (in between 
engagements in Hamburg and San Francisco….) and breezed into one of the rehearsals where I was 
conducting. Disconcertingly he sat right behind me, and I saw that he was writing things in his score, 
every now and then throwing me a question. “Does Noel really conduct that bit in two, or is that just 
you?” 

“No, no – we’ve really been doing it in two.”  

“OK, so will I.” Into the score it went. During the break I had a squiz (Australian, informal - OED) at 
Charlie’s score and was amazed to see that he had been annotating it mainly with stage directions. 
That way he knew exactly where to look for a singer in order to give him/her a cue, not having 
attended enough production rehearsals to be properly au fait with that side of things. Cheeky 
bugger! Not for nothing was he known as “Chuck ‘em up Charlie.” 

Needless to say, when stage and orchestra rehearsals arrived he was there and totally in control. His 
Kapellmeister years in Hamburg had taught him the knack of walking into the pit without any 
rehearsal and simply taking over – part of what’s known as the repertory system, where you perform 
a different opera every night. In fact, although scrupulously following the dry technical mechanics of 
what Noel and I had been doing, Charlie took his own tempi (usually on the rapid side) and simply 
transformed everything the way he wanted, meanwhile scarcely uttering a word. That’s what 
conducting is really about! 

He was always a Jack of all trades, something I readily identified with – specializing in not 
specializing, as it were. He also taught me the value of stepping back and letting the music speak for 
itself, yet he could dive in and take back control at any moment he chose, and then out again, all 
quite effortlessly. 

Another thing – Mark Elder used to say to me about his time on the music staff at Covent Garden 
that you could always tell when Georg Solti was in the house, even if you didn’t bump into him in 
person. Mackerras had a similar quality : in a 3000-seat theatre, with floors of offices and studios 
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backstage, wherever you were, the vibe somehow told you he was in on a particular day. Not the 
smell of his farts or after-shave or anything like that, just sheer presence and a kind of charisma, if 
that’s the right word. The rare stuff that real conductors are made of. 

A perfect example of this was the story concerning Wilhelm Furtwängler, as told by Werner 
Thärichen, timpanist of the Berlin Philharmonic during Furtwängler’s reign there. A supremely 
competent visiting guest conductor was in charge of a given rehearsal, and the orchestra was playing 
away, business as usual, sounding like its not inconsiderable self. The best in the world…… 

According to Thärichen the already opulent sound suddenly acquired a warm glow, a sheen far 
surpassing anything the guest conductor had hitherto been able to obtain. Astounded at this 
unexpected turn of events, the timpanist looked up from his music and spotted Furtwängler, who 
had entered surreptitiously, listening by a door at the back of the auditorium……..enough said. 

In my humble opinion Furtwängler was the greatest conductor who ever lived, yet at that time it was 
extremely difficult to tell……. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ye Gods! Indeed, a collection of same. From left to right - Bruno Walter, Arturo Toscanini, Erich 
Kleiber, Otto Klemperer, and Furtwängler himself – not quite as tall as Klemperer. 

I’d put George Szell and Erich’s son, Carlos Kleiber, up there with them, as well as Claudio Abbado 
(they’re undoubtedly all enjoying one another’s company right now), plus the fortunately still alive 
Bernard Haitink.  

Imagine how the Berlin Phil. would sound if they all walked into the room at once! 

(Just for the anecdote, as the French say, Reginald Goodall was a one-time assistant to both 
Klemperer and Furtwängler and it’s quite obvious that things rubbed off from both. It astounds me 
to this day that Reggie conducted Britten, so steeped was he in that indelible Germanic tradition.) 
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Not a huge amount of the German tradition left in Georg Friedrich Händel after his travels in Italy 
and England, though. A citizen of the world, he happily changed his name to fit the surroundings. 

George Frideric (oops) Handel for example.    Recognise this church…? 

 

 

St. George’s Hanover Square, London 

Mid-March saw us (the Hilliard) give a concert there, or at least part of a concert. We’re probably 
starting to look just about as old as the picture – oh, and I forgot to say it used to be Handel’s 
church. The one he frequented. He even invited us round the corner to his apartment for drinkies 
and snacks between rehearsal and concert. Well, I’m probably exaggerating a little there – it was 
actually the presenters who extended the kind invitation, but it was at Handel’s pad all the same. 

 


